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 Abstract 
   The  hydromagnetic oscillations in the case of periodic and aperiodic disturbances 
in a conducting medium in which the Hall conductivity is larger than direct one are 
discussed 
   Under such conditions, the poloidal and the toroidal type fields, will couple 
each other and consequently damped oscillations will occur  independtly to the boundary 
 conditions.
1 Introduction 
   It is obvious that the terrestrial magnetic disturbances, such as SD or others 
are accompanied by ionospheric disturbances, but up to present there is a little 
investigation on the cause of magnetic rapid pulsations. 
   It may be possible to separate the observed magnetic disturbances in two parts, 
the one is caused by an origin of distrubances consist in the ionosphere itself and the 
other is caused by  those as the secondary effects of extraterrestrial ones in the other. 
Concerning to the later, the shielding effect of the ionosphere was  disscused by many 
authors, we must always consider this effect to interpret the phenomena [1, 2, 3]. 
In the above discussions, however, the ionosphere is assumed as a solid conductor and 
therefore the skin effect is overestimated more than in fluid [4]. 
   The disturbances in a conducting as must be studied by considering individual 
ion motions at first and then sum up these effects, but in general, this method is 
almost impossible practically except in the special cases [5,  6]. However, the problem 
is simplified by taking the macroscopic quantity (e., g., equations of motion in 
contineous medium and conductivity as a mean value.). From this standpoint, 
recently we investigated the pulsations by connecting it to magneto-hydrodynamic 
oscillations in the ionosphere [7,  8, 9]. 
 In this paper, we have some discussions of  hydromagnetic oscillations in a con-
ducting fluid having non-isotropic onductivity under the simple model. When the 
Hall conductivity is larger than diret one, Cowling  [101 pointed out firstly that there 
is damping motions with the period of 2  ziolcr2H2o from the hydrodynamic
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equations of motion in the two dimensional case. We obtained those damped 
oscillations as a particular solution of differential equation and transient solution in 
the aperiodic case. It is interesting in connection with the damped pulsations 
accompanying the s.c. of magnetic storm that the oscillation of this kind may be 
always occured as a transient phenomenon,  for instance, the sudden change of motions 
of fluid, sudden appearance of electric or magnetic fields and sudden increase or 
decrease in electic current, 
    Moreover, as Roberts [4] discussed, the skin depth is much larger in fluid than in 
solid. Of course, there is the "streak effect" which investigated by  Walen  [11] and 
Roberts  [4]. 
    In general, the phase velocity and the attenuation factor in propagation of dis-
turbances along the magnetic line of force depend upon lateral dimension of variation 
and there are smaller velocity and larger attenuation when this dimension becomes 
smaller. Those above stated is valid when the rate of time change is not much rapid. 
Above discussions here is in the case of vertical permanent magnetic field. For the 
oblique  field, the method is similar  but it cannot avoid that the notations become 
complexity. 
2 Field equations and elementary solutions 
    We consider a conductiong fluid having non-isotropical conductivity under the 
 uniform magnetic field. Take the right-handed Cartesian coordinate and for 
convenience direction of permanent magentic field coincides with z-axis. 
    We neglect the displacement current in the conductor with compared to con-
duction current, then Maxwell's equations become 
 curl  H  47r (2.1) 
            curl E311(2.2) 
 at 
The transport equation is 
                =croE'll +(xi cr
.d  (H  X E'1) (2.3) 
where 
 E'  E  +  (  v  X  H)  (2.4) 
 cr,  a., and  o are parallel, direct transverse and  Hall conductivity respectively. 
 div  —  0  (2.5) 
If the fluid conductor is incompressible and force acting to conductor are electro-
magnetic force and pressure only, and moreover if the stationary motion is not 
regard absent, then equation of motion 
 3v                    + p (vgrad)vx —grad0(2)                                                                                         .6  at
where 0 is pressure, p is density of conducting fluid.
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 div  v  =  0 (2.7) 
 When the motion of disturbances is  small, then the inertia term in the left side of 
eq. (2.6) can  be neglected. 
When the current  j is solenoidal, Piddington  [12) has introduced following equations 
eliminating the  j and E from eq. (2.1) to (2.5) 
 02 HA:.--                       crioazcurl,=4rco3{atxcurlx,(v 
 —(1— c)3  curl,  H (2.8)                    oay 
                     4,-2a   v2o_iaz  curly  H  —  4  iia  3  {at  y_  curl,  (vx
         + (1—   r ) axcurl,H(2.9) 
           co 
          V2  Hz —   2a curls Hzbto-,afiz — curls (vXII)} (2.10)        cri  az at 
where 
                                                          2 
               cc, + 02(2.11) 
                                                      cr, 
is the apparent conductivity in the direction of electric force (vXH) provided that 
an electric  field prevents the flow of the Hall current. 
   Equations (2.8), (2.9), and (2.10) are different from corresponding equations for 
scalar conductivity in respect to additional terms, that is, space derivatives of the 
component of  curl H. 
   Due to these space  derivatives, it becomes more difficult to solve the eq. (2.8), 
(2.9) and (2.10) with compared to the case of scalar conductivity. Eq. (2.8), (2.9) 
and (2.10), however, are simplified in some kind gases. In the binary gas,  0-3 equals to 
 .70 and the terms involving  1—o-31o., in the right-handside of eq. (2.8) and (2.9) may be 
eliminated. Also when the space derivative  ,of curls H can be neglected, the same 
terms are eliminated. Moreover,  a  laz  —0, that is, in the problem such that the 
disturbance propagate to across the magnetic field, the term of  O2/o-1 is eliminated. 
Denote the permanent magnetic field by  Ho (o, o,  Ho) and disturbing magnetic field 
by  h  (hi,  hy,  hz,), 
then 
 H  Ho  +  h (2.12) 
Assuming  Ho>h, the terms of square and product of h and v are neglected. 
From eq. (2.1) and (2.6) 
            3v 1                 p -- (curl  .H  X H) — grad 0 (2.16) 
 at 
Operateing div to the both sides of eq (2.6) and taking into account that H and 
v are solenoidal, then 
 v20  —  (470-1  (H.  p72  H)  (470-1  (H  .  v2 h) (2.13)
 15()
Consider the
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following  poloidal and toroidal type 
 aP as
ax az 
 aP as (2.14)  ,
 magnetic
 h(s)
ay az 
x2  PS
 h  (t  )  =
  fields 
 aP   1 
 ay 
 aP   T 
 ax 
 0
 (2.15).
These expressions have been introduced by Price  [13] and Gordon  [14], (see  [15])  in 
the case of soild electromagnetic nduction. 
   Where S (z, t) and T (z, t) arefunctions of z and t alone and P (x, y) is function 
of x and y which satisfies the folloing equation 
                    3213ap             -
ax2—  + X2 P 0 (2.16) 
where  A, is any positive number, and this function must be determined by the source 
distribution of fields. 
   Since the function of this type which changes in lateral  directions is necessarily 
introduced in the solution of dielectric in the quasi-stationary state, in order to 
satisfy the boundary conditions, this function must be similarly introduced in the 
conducting medium. Then,  j, E, 0, and v become following equations from the 
above equations respectively
 4n1(s)
 aP 
 ay 
aP 
 ax 
0 
 aP
 a2S   az2?1/4,2 S) 
(a2Sx2 S)  az2
aS
 E"
 ay at 
aP as 
axat 
0
 (2.19)  ,
where
 0")  (470-1  a,2HoPS
 Ho  aP  a2S
 aT' 
 az
 47r ax  az2 
 Ho  aP a2s
(2.17)
 aP aT
ax az 
aP aT (2.18)
 3y az 
X2  PT
 Eu)
 aP      T' 
ax 
 aP   T 
 ay 
  PT 4
7-cco
(2.20)
            A,2  aT    +  (2.21)    at  4
7-ro-o 
(2.22) ,  00) 0 (2.23) 
            (  Ha aP aT
 31.,(s)  P  
at  47r ay  az2 
 2, 0  H as  
 47r  az
 (2.24)  ,
 av(!) 
  at
 47-r ay  az 
     0 ___   H aPaT  (2.25).
 47-r. ax  az 
0
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   The differential equation which are satisfied by S and T may be obtained from to 
sabstitute he above given expressions forh and  v to eq, (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10). Neither 
 poloidal nor toroidal type fields satisfy these diff. equations, but these  cliff.  equa-
tions may  be satisfied with the fields as a sum of poloidal and toroidal type fields. 
This circumstance r quire a coupling of two types. It is interesting that there is a 
coupling in such a simple model. A coupling isabsent in the case of scalar conducti-
vity and even the case of  o-  <o- and poloidal and toroidal fields may be present as 
solutions independently each other. If the disturbance in the ionosphere are 
considered, above circumstance are important. In the E-layer,  0-2/6.1 is about 10, 
while in the F layer. In this characteristics two regions are quitely 
different, hat is, in the E—layer coupling cannot be neglected, on the other hand, 
F-layer does not so and may has poloidal and toroidal fields independently. 
   Let  h—h("+h(t) and  v  v(s)  +v(1) and substitute these expressionas to diff. eq., 
then, from eq. (2.10) and (2.16) 
       c 2  a'T a   (as  a2s CFH2  a25 
 otazaz2— S  )—  47r0-3 at2+°az2—(2.26) 
from eq. (2.8) and (2.16), we obtain 
         a  (  a2T  — X2 T) a2 a5x2 s) a2T  
 at0-at3z32'2—a3 a/2 
                     0-J-102 a2(1 2 aT 0                              (2.27) 
                   paz20-0) A'at 
and the identical equation with (2.26). From eq. (2.9), two diff. eq. which are 
identical (2.26) and (2.27) are obtained. 
   Eliminate  T  (z,  t) from eq. (2.26) and (2.27), then cliff. eq. satisfying S(z, t) is 
     [(  (00)2  +    at2  aazS4  [(  +  0  )8  zo_  3 _at2  (  0  )x  2
        2 a2 ia2s(a2aa2           A2o-ataz, +at, + 0_03 Xat)(47t03 at2
 +x2 °2      at 2)S =0 (2.28) 
For the binary gas, (2.28) becomes 
 (F\  at-(00)2+ o-at2 az2a2a's —-  ((00){47ra-,  a2t2-1--x2a 
                            aat j 
                                     a             +X20-2 ata2a2s,az2(A17a                           3at,  +x2at)2—0 (2.28') 
   When X is equals to zero, eq. (2.28) reduces to 
     r(  a (00)2+ 472. 4                            8 (a                                        a             atat2az 47I'°- 3 at I-") at2az2
          47tcr3)2---t40 (2.29)
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where 
                 0-302                                                                                   0-2  
  COO-=(2.30) ,(2.31) 
3 Periodic oscillation 
Differential equation (2.2 9) splits into two following equations 
              2s,ri, aSsi,,32S 
                   at'47ro-,‘13-1ataz2my2a2'2 (3.1A) 
 a2S 2   1 ,, a3S2V232S2 
               at2—477-0-3lc/ 312z2 322(3.1B) 
where V2 (3.2). 
V is the velocity of the  Alfven wave in the case of infinite scalar conductivity  [16]. 
Considering asolution of the form then from eq. (2.28), the dispersion equation 
becomes 
            2{(1+,..2) (e)2_ 27(o06) ( 02}k 24: =1 Cr  2 +  3 x2 + 87.1.-0_30)01(.02 
 —87r6p)3i-1--X2co,(1+ 62 )coi-T-D (3.3) 
where 
                                     7r  D2—0.                    (87,0_3)206—16
cr(663) 2x2co 5i + (1671-0-80..2)0+0-4A,4)0)4 
 o 
               —2640-2(1 +°;r3 X.40.)3i —  (1 — 3y(do 2X4(02  (3.4)  .      0  0 
We have two value of k considering the signs corresponding to sign in  (3.3).. and 
denote this to  k_T_. In the case of  X-0, these are expressed,                
J  /4247r0-..j.02/  {47rcr, V2 +(o6                                                     (3.5) 
 k_24n-o-,w2OP0-3V2— coo- +  rw} 
corresponding to those obtained from eq.  (3.3) and (3.4). 
    Therefore, there are in general two polarizedwaves.* It may be happened in 
the lightly ionized gas that the velocity and skin depth of these waves are very 
different when  coo_cr co, [6,17]. Phase  velocity and skin depth are given by  o  I  ,,,(k) 
and  1/Re (k) respectively. 
cv  <  1,  f  V±  V  /  ^ (477-p) 
 >  1,  (  V  +  00  (C01/2) 
 z,  6  /1/  (7r63(0) ,  X  +  /1/  (263)  <  1 
 z_ a-  /  -1/  (47-to-  50))  ,  > 1 
 * The case of  co  0 (namely  13,--  ) corresponds to solid  induction,
where 
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    Zo wto ±cy(,)  )2}1/2(i±cr co)1 
 1 "
O0CO0)  
 ' co--*CO(CY-=  > 1 for all co (T* 0) 
      coo -co, )cooCO 
                                                    (3.6)
 wh  ere 
 zo  1/(27-t63co) (3.7)  . 
is the skin depth in the case of solid induction in the medium which has conduct-
ivity  cr,. Therefore, under the approximation of the conducting gas as a solid, 
this value is overestimated in general. 
   In Fig. I., phase velocity and skin depth are shown as a function of  co for various 
values of  x.
A  /0-6 
 A=106
 A  =  /0-6
 A=/0-8
                                                                                        
11111111i i LII  
-6 -0 -2  0 2 4 6 -6  -a -2 0 2  4 6 
                                                            co0. CosV_ logu..) A =0,111/°  coy  Z_ Cogco 
 A=10-8 
 8  e'  I(' 
 A=  0  10-K) Ho A= /0-6  10 
A =/0 -° 6 1/(4/05j . 
,
.
. 
 A-  /0-4  A =40-6  4 
,. 
. i'^-----lo'2..„......_____ 
-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 --6 -6-4 -2 0 2  4 6 
 1,o3  cu  tog  a., 
     a. Phase  veLoctty  b  Skcn depth 
 a.-- phase velocity b.- skin depth 
  Fig. 1. The phase velocity and the skin depth plotted as function of frequencies of a 
  periodic disturbance for various values of  A. (0,  10-16,  10-s,  10-6,  10-4) in the case of 
 wo-__-_1x  0-13,  0-1=2  x10-16,  0-2  —  3  x  10-15,  p=1  x  10-15 and  Ho is 0.3 gauss. (in e.  m. u.)
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    From this figure, it is clear that velocity for  A,*0 are smaller than corresponding 
one for  A=0 and in the limitting case  co>l, velocity for the former tend to the later 
one. Similarly, skin depth for are smaller than for  i  =0 and in the limit  co>l, 
both one tend to zero asymptotically. 
    For  (0<1, every velocity tends to limiting  value corresponding to the values 
of  x, especially,  for  A=0, the velocity tends to  Alfven's one and there is no absorption. 
    From eq. (2.16), in general, where L is linear dimension of lateral distance 
in which fields varies appreciably. Therefore, a phenomenon of which variation in 
lateral direction is smaller,  velocity becomes maller and on the contrary absorption 
 beComes tronger 
    Moreover, from Fig.  I., it is shown that if the frequency becomes higher, phase 
velocity and attenuation become larger. This fact was first pointed out by  Walen 
[11] (also Roberts  [41) and was called by the name of the "streak effect", that is, the 
higher frequency components travel faster but they decay more rapidly. He 
pointed out that the higher frequencies of initial disturbance will be a "streak" at first 
and soon decay. The main parts of the wave become increasingly composed of low 
frequencies, and since these are less dissipated, the wave motion will become 
increasingly pure in form. 
    In calculating the  Fig.l., we assumed that p is order of  10—i5gr.  ern-3,  but the 
value of (effectiv) density is, in general, a function of frequency. Furthermore, so 
far as we use a mean value as that of conductivity, wave frequency  co cannot be 
exceeded the  gyrofrequency of ions  (2p). 
    In lightly ionized gas, the effect of background (neutral particles) may be 
introduced in equation of motion as the friction terms, consequently, the effective 
density as a macroscopic quantity which contributes to the disturbance depend 
upon the relations among  '0),  2p,  2e and  vi,j (collisional frequency of ith particle 
with  jth,  particle). 
    When the condition  (,)<vi,j, is satisfied, the density becomes  /1+8, where  (2 and 
  is density of neutral and charged particles respectively, while in the condition of 
 2p>  co>  vi,j, this becomes  S. 
    In the  E region, there is  21,  (-2  X  102)<v1„,(,—  7  x 103) [6], consequently, the 
disturbance resulting from the motion of positive ions is appreciably subjected to 
the effect of collisions with the neutral particles. We have reexamine, therefore, 
the eq. of motion, transport eq. and the macroscopic  quantities (effective density, 
current and force etc.) in connection with the collisional effect under the above 
conditions. These examination is interesting from a standpoint of the shielding 
effect of the  ionospere. 
4 Special damping oscillation as a particular solution of  difl. equation 
    In eq. (2.28), let S(z,  01„i„,  ePl+kz, then 
 [  (p  +„00)  +0-2p2]k4  (p+  coo)  {870:y3252  (  1  +63X2p2}+ x 0-2,h21 h   — 0-0r
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                    +  (47i0-3P+  o:  X')  (47tcr3P  X')  p2 = 0 (4.1) 
In the above equation, take the coefficient of  k4 equal to zero 
 (P +cox +0-2p2(1 + ,-2)/52 + 2coop + co02 (4.2) 
or 
                                ihro2(,i24_0-22)114            p2+2o_ p+0 0 (4.2)  .
                                          P2 
This equation is that of a damped oscillation. Solving this equation 
 p  a  ±  113 (4.3) 
where 
 cri  /102/  (4.4) 
 =  o,  -102  /  p (4.5) 
that is, the solution of this equation shows a damping oscillation having the period of 
 27r//3 and damping time of  1/7.. If  fl/a,  (=ado-1—a) >1, this solution shows 
a periodic damping oscillation. 
   The values of k corresponding to this solution may be obtained to substitute eq. 
 (4.3) in (4.1). For simplicity, take the case of  0, then 
                               27ta-,(— ±t3)2k2
+= (4.6) .  (c00—  (7.)  -±  2  ,8 
 In eq. (3.1A) and (3.1B), let  p—  cc±ifl, then the same result may be obtained. Such 
damped oscillation was first discussed by Cowling  [10] considering the equations of 
motion of two dimensional case in the conducting fluid having Hall conductivity and 
also investigated by Piddington [181 neglecting the  contribution of current to the 
magnetic field and eq. of motion in lateral directional components. In the present 
case, the corresponding equations of motion for  v, and  v  y is are
 avz 
 p  at 
 au, 
 P at
From above  equations the equations for 7),  am 
           a2vxavxto-12-1-0 
           p at,+ 2H,:,20-,   +   
                a2DY 
           pat,+ 2u,,2,72 +    
where 
                             ,E   f
i(E  x,  E,„  0)  = Hat +1-100-2aat— 
     Xiocr     1     2Ev —ocrptr                     at9,  ill 
+ H02a-—112vy=uo-iE+60"2Ex—ax 
+ Ho20-2vx+H020-1vy.1100-2.Ey—ocx—ae  
, i nd  vy, become respectively, 
          av_ fcri2+„22.).Ho4  2H
020-1  v,—  I,  (Ex,  Ey,  0) 
       avy 2)1104  v
y  f,  (E,,,  Ey, 0) 
       at
 a2e  o  21/02 
 atax
  oo- iE y  H  ocr  ,E —
 ao  
 ax
(4.7)
(1.8)
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                         aE,32021-102     f
,(E,,, EY, 0) = H 00-aEH         3tovay p 
 X{ITIOCF1EV + Hoc 2E x— a19+—cr1H-°2-[II off 2E—ocrlE— 3°(4.9)    axay 
that is, these are eq. of forced oscillation due to the external force  f, and f2. 
Piddington disscussed the case in which external electric field and mechanical force 
along the one direction are applied. 
   Such a transient damping solution is interest in relation with the damped micro-
pulsation which sometimes accompany with the s.c. of magnetic storm. Utashiro 
 [19] and one of the author (Y. Kato) and others [20] pointed out from the observations 
with the  induction-type magnetometer that there are damped micropulastion ac-
compaying with s.c. of magnetic storm and in the hemisphere at daytime, the 
amplitude of the oscillation of  dH  /dt is greater than in that the hemisphere at night. 
   This fact is reverse to the statistical results obtained from the recordof the 
variometer of H and D and also to that of  rap'cl pulsation accompanying with bay 
disturbance. Fig. 2. shows some examples obtained with induction type magnetometer 
 [21] at Onagawa. 
   These pulsations have the period of about  20,30  sec. and decay in time of several 
 minutes. 
           M 9 A r,,k,^      4
a Oct. 19  57,
 S
                          2S, Ii151-     40'
Aft
      Fig 2. Some examples of the  damped pulsation accompanying the s c 
                      by  induction-typ magnetometer at Onagawa 
   Considering the shielding effect of the ionosphere, and the fact 
period disturbance is very  remarkable  in  daytime  hemisphere, we  c,
 cP,:MS 3- 
 nped l i  i     observed 
 e    
f  i ,   f  that such short 
 le  in  daytime  hemisphere, we  consider that its
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direct source lies in the lower part (e.g. E-layer) of the ionosphere. It will be likely 
to interprete that these pulsation is secondary transient phenomena due to sudden 
change in state of ionosphere which is set up by the extra-terrestrial gency showing 
the s.c. of magnetic storm. Such a sudden change in state may be accompanied 
by the sudden increase in electric current or sudden change of magnetic field etc. 
Since above stated oscillation in transient state which is solved as a particular 
solution of  diff. eq. may be always followed in a sudden change in state occures, it 
may be considered that such a transient damped  oscillation. gives a possible xplanation 
of above stated pulsation  at  s.c.. 
    In the lower ionosphere,however, the ionic conductivities contribute appreciablly 
to the total one, so that the ionic motion must be studied by taking into account 
the collisional effects of the neutral particles in a transient state. 
5  The  aperiodic case 
    In this section,for simplicity, the case of  A-0 is discussed. 
   In eq.  (3.1A), as  Walen and Roberts discussed, function S(z, t) is shown by the 
following Fourier integral                         
I    S (
Z  ,t)=
1/27rc.X (K, t) e-ti KzdK  (5.1) 
then,  diff. equation which is satisfied  fOr  xi(K, t) is expressed by 
            a2XK2                                                     (5.2)  atz  4
7-ny,'(1-ja) V2K2X1 
Its solution is 
                      K21 +a-ffic(i_tion2 
                             — 
 Xi  (K  , Xi (K,e 8'8"5AteiKvV I8itcr3v 
                              [i K(1—ial\,-2 It B,e 87ta3V)(5.3) 
where  x1(K, 0) is specified at the initial time and A1,  B1 are constant. Therefore 
                                                       1-tio-K(1 —io-
t  Si  (zt) =  1 x,(K ,0) e"3ietiK V11-dr•7t0-5 
                                                   ) 
                       -V-27r-03 
                                      K(1—iv)-)2 
              Bie-tiKV\p_8t             7tcr5) dK (5.4) 
Assuming that no higher harmonics of K are  present' at the initial state,  S1 (z,  1) 
becomes 
         -0.Xcr 
 1- i K 21-tiKiK V j -til‘Vt} 
     S(Z,t)=
1/2n-(K,0)e.87.1'13ie B,  e dK  (5.5) 
                                 I while 
.
        1 eX1D—247K2t—iKZ}eiKT7IdK= {  0       27t87co-3Tr.(1-io-) t} 
                    27tc. (z-Vt) 2 —        X exp  
(1  (5.6)                        -i0-)t  _
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and 
       1/277,_oo87r0.3 K't - tiKzle-''KvidK=          1  rexpl-                                                 7-t  (1 t
                   27-to-,(2 +17112          X exp [,_ (1_icot 
Let 
 1/127rxi (K, 0)  e-iK2  dK  Xi,o  (z) 
then, due to the Faltung theorem in Fourier transform  S1 (z, t) becomes 
 1 v       Si(z,t)\l 2 (1rj-1-3io-)tr—oox" (){il- exP-10t)2 
                    27-ecr3(z—171)2i}I3, exp[- (i_icr)t 
             ____1j (a,1+1.0-)1ff-r(„,,27ra,(z--Tit)2              - Y-2(1o-2)tU -0."1'°`1-1PL-(1+cr2)t 
          + 
                    27r0-3(z-1-Vt)2 1} 
               exp[- (1 +479t  
                                       cr,(z
+ 
                                 - 
               (') {A1exp [-i27ra(1)1 Vt)2 
                                      B, exp[27-tacr3(z4-Vt)2ciF} 
 (1  +o-2)t 
Transforming the variables of integration 
                         -H=Vt7/\/(  1+61-2t) 
                                               271-3/ 
                zvt + Y/( +' 
                                                27-racr,  y 
 then, 
        S1t)21.7r-NA 1r17C1,01z -Vt +71( 2+7::t 
2
              +13,401z + Vt-En\j(te-n2dn                                       1+0-  
                                               27-tcr,
               217z, \/(17r+o_i°-roo[AVt+nr\/( 11. 
               Bi-xlmtz ± 17' --"'N/( 7-rE0-ü-0-23  t)li 
Similarly, S(z , t) which is reduced from eq. (3. 1B) may be obtained by  re 
sign of i involving eq. (5.11) 
   S2  (z,  2171,  (   [242x2,,,{z-Vt+77A  12Z:   t  )1
(5.7)
(5.8)
(5.9)
 (5.10)  .
                  i imiz+li  17'0  t), e-in'2,472'  (5.11) .                                           27-tcra f.) 
versing the
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            B3x2,,{z+Vt-{-72\1(27r07,1+(72 t)}- e-712dn 
 27,   \i/(  17-z7ir6 )13:1  2a-3  t                                                                      177,+60-2 
 B2x2,0{z+  V1+77'1(  14- 72 27-(0-0-3t )}1 ein'2dn' 
In the first approximation, these solutions show the distrubances 
z-directions with the velocity of ± V. 
   An initial disturbance therefore splits into eight  parts, everyone  (
with the same velocity V. In eq. (5.11) and (5.12)  respectively, the  fir 
similar corresponding one which was obtained by  Roberts in the 
conductivity. The other two terms which involve  complex  quanti 
represent the small disturbances which superpose  upon the  ma 
represented in the first two terms respectively.  Next, we will  be 
solutions of eq. (3.1A) and (3.1B) with operational  method. Since  the 
similar to that discucssed by Roberts except hat the  coefficient is  diffe 
reduction may  be possible. In eq. (3.1A), considering  the following  ti
 =   crmo  
 1+,3-2  1+0.2 
and 
 z'( 1   w° +                                  . coo )z
                      1+62 V1+0_2 
and set 
                         S1  (z', t') = Z  (z',  t') 
then, eq. (3.1A) becomes 
             —1yz)                  at'-1)(z', r)  az'2 
The above equation is identical with the Roberts one. Therefore, it  m 
use the solution which was obtained by Roberts as  th one of the  p] 
milarly, transform 
 =    i   °0  )t 
                              1+0-2  1+0-2 
and 
 z(1 N°0-2  C)C1)  1+0-2 V1+V 
and set  S9  (z'  ,t') to the same  form of eq. (5.15), then, eq. (5.16) is  obtair 
there are following relations 
 ccoo  (7'21102  COO  (T1I102  I   (00  1  
 1+0-2 p '  1  +o-2 p '  1+49-2  V V 
 .ry  COo 1  0-21102  
 1+472  V  V p  '
 (5.12)  .
traveling in ±
 -ts
, eryone  of which travels 
 lively, e  first two terms are 
 rts i  e case of scalar 
 mplex  anti y in integrand 
 won e  ain disturbances 
 t,  ill   to obtain the 
 iod. ince  ese equations are 
 fficient i   ifferent, the similar 
 le f llowing  ransformation
(5.13)
 (5.14)
(5.15)
 (3.16)  .
erefore,i  ay be possible to 
 e  f   resent case. Si-
(5.17)
(5.18)
i ined again.
 ,i-T102
While
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eq. (5. 13), (5.14), (5.17) and (5.18) become 
             crH-0         t'"2 t) (5.19) 
 and 
                                0-11-102a.21.102z                                                    (5.20)            pp )V 
respectively. 
Useing the above relations, eq. (5.15) reduce to 
                                                                  2 
            S1,2 (z,t) = exp[— iHp°2tpH°  t]Zz't') (5.21) 
                                                                   - that is, this representation is identical with the damped oscillation obtained in §. 4. 
Thus, in transient state following the initial state, it may  be expected that there is a 
damped oscilltaion of this kind. This matter is very remarkable difference with 
compared to the case of scalar conductivity or  (72/0-1<1. That is, in the later case 
when we have boundary value problem, there are free mode solutions of poloidal and 
toroidal type which has enumerable infinite frequencies independently each other 
and any decaying field may be constructed with superposition of these free  modes, 
while in the case of  cr,10-1>1, there is a damped oscillating solution with the period 
which is determined by physical constants of the medium even in the case in which the 
medium is unbounded. For the binary gas, this frequency is identical with the gyro-
frequency of the heavy ion which has spiral motion about a magnetic line of force [18]. 
In the case of scalar conductivity,  in order to persist he particular free mode, we must 
have the special exciting process, while the present damped oscillation may be always 
occured at the change of state. 
   According to Roberts,diff. eq. which is satisfied with function  Z(z'  , t') reduces to 
a simpler form operationally. 
   Operate  pe–Pt' to the both sides of eq. (5.16) and at  tr---0, initial conditions are 
specified as  follows 
                 Z =  Zo  (z')  ,   =  Z1 (z')  (5.22)  ,
then, diff. eq. (5. 16) becomes 
                                    az'2                                           a2.  toZg (z') (5.23)                    7  
where 
 —  -VT  —  (5.24) 
               g (z')  Z"0 (z')  Z1 (z') —  (5  — 2)  Zo (z') (5.25)
and 
 (e  ,  p) =  poz (e,e–Pt'dt'  (5.26)  .
   The general solution of eq. (5.23) consist of two parts, the one represents an effect 
of sudden disturbing source  (complementary integral of  cliff. eq.) and the other
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represents an effect of free decay of initial configuration (particular integral of  cliff. 
 e.g.) 
   The following representation of complementary integral was shown by Roberts 
                  S  (z', t') =  f  (t' — T)  0  (z', T)  dT (5.26)
where 
                  S (0, t')  f  (r)  (5,27) 
and 
 (z', t') = 21/ (7-rt'3) o(".                           2r)2kir2)2 —11 e-(z+2,,I° [21/(xz')] dx (5.28). 
10(x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind of zero order. When the sudden 
disturbance is Heavisides unit function 1 (t) or Diracs delta function  5 (t) type, then 
S(z, t) becomes 
                    S  (z', t') = o1r—T)0  (z'  , T) dT (5.29)                       ) 
6 Boundary conditions and Stationary State 
   In fact, since the observations are madeoutside of conducting, we must require 
the solutions in the exterior and interior of conducting which are satisfied with 
boundary conditions. Though above problem must be treated that of reflection and 
refraction of waves strictly, the  quasi-stationary method may be possible even in the 
dielectrics, when the rate of time change is slow comparatively. In this mater, 
electromagnetic fields must be considered as resulting fields of poloidal and toroidal 
types in the interior of conducting as well as in the exterior. In the later, however, 
due to the factor  A2 toroidal field  will be small compared with poloidal one. 
   At the boundary, being satisfied the condition of continuityin electric and 
magnetic field, then  v, is not in general vanish at the boundary, that is, boundary 
surface is removed. It may be, however, expected that due to the factor  a2,  71, is small 
compared with the velocities in lateral direction 
   Moreover, for time depending solutions,  j, is not vanish at the boundary, but its 
order of magnitude equals to displacement current which was neglected at the 
beginning. 
    In transient case, the amplitude of disturbance for exterior region may be in 
principle obtained with calculating the coefficients of time dependence which is re-
sulting from boundary conditions operationally, in the present case, however, it is 
almost impossible since due to the coupling between poloidal and toroidal fields those 
coefficient become remarkable complexity. Even for the periodic case, there are 
eight unknown coefficients in the solution satisfied with conducting, therefore, the 
matter becomes troublesome. Also, in real gas, it is  unlikely that there is such a 
sharp  discontinuity of gas parameters. 
    When the extenral disturbance is such as Heaviside unit function type, after the 
sufficient long time, transient disturbance will decay and the state becomes stationary. 
For such a case,
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 aP dS
 h(s) =
 ax 
 aP
dz 
dS
ay  az 
X2PS
(6.1)
 E(5)= 0
 h(t)
 aP    T 
 ay 
 —  3P  T 
 ax 
 0
 x2  aP
T'
(6.2)
(6.3)  E(t)=
 47ro-, 
 X2
 ax 
 aP
 47-to-,  ay 
 A2
 PT
T'
 47r04,
(6.4)
where
 dr 
dz
the electrie field  E(1) represented by eq. 
and
T (z)
(6.4)is the field due to static
 (6.5)  ,
porlarization,
 0(5) (4n) —1 X2H0PS (6.6)
 crio   aP    
x 
71S   aP  
y 
 A2criSP
 0(1)  =  0
 v(s)
 x2
(6.7)
 4n110  (0  12  +  022)
 x2  aP  
 ay 
 aP  
 ax
 0-12  ±  O-22
 T'+o-2S
(6.8)
 7)(1)=
 47110  (612+Cr22)  co 
 o  12+  722
 T'  +0-2S (6.9). 47r1/0  (Q.12+0'22) 
 0
 co
Substitute above expressions to eq. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10), then S (z,t) and  T  (z,t) become 
 S  (z)  =  az  b 
 (6.10)  .                        T (z)  = const = 0 
In general, therefore, the electric current is not vanish, that is,  after the sufficient 
long time, the static shielding are remained. The static porlarization field (6.4) are 
cancealed by induction field  [v+ H]  but due to the pressure gradient effect the total 
electric field E' is not vanish. Such a results are different in the case of scalar con-
ductivity and also of the solid induction. In the later, for poloidal type, the current 
decays completely and is not shielding and for toroidal, there is static shielding due to 
porlarization. 
Omitting the pressure gradient in the eq. of motion, then
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 2s, 
                          az, — x2s= 0  (6.11)  ,                        
(  T  =  const  =  0 
that is, the current component in lateral direction vanish. 
   This result is accordance with  Piddington'sone, that is, in order to present a 
stationary current there is required mechanical force. 
7 Conclusion 
   Assuming the simple model, we discussed the disturbance in an incompressible 
conducting fluid, in particular, the damped periodic disturbance. 
   The macroscopic relations and quantities which were used in the above 
discussions must be reexamined in the ionoshere. 
   Taking into account he collisionaleffects of background material, the dispersion 
equation (3.5) approximately valids in a frequency range in which  0) is smaller than 
 1c/sec in the E region. 
   In this case,p is the density of the neutral particle, in consequsnce, the second 
term becomes much larger than the first in the denominator, then the character of 
the two polarized waves becom very different even in the case in which  0) is relatively 
low-frequency. 
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